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Wait for glitching to start, 
then fade in 

Pamplemousse samples. 
Light processing, interact 
with Weston’s samples. 	

	

[loading screen 
to start] 

	

‘sped-up Ether’ – 
start each smaller cue 

with explosive 
material, calming 

down each iteration. 
Interact with Jessie.  	
	

…diminuendo 
to silence…	

A        B       C         D       E         F	

‘fake Greenwald 
cello’ – start each 
smaller cue with 

explosive material, 
calming down each 
iteration. Interact 

with Natacha.	
	

…diminuendo 
to silence…	

Focus more 
on drones and 

harmonics	

Stutter-funk – start 
each smaller cue 
with explosive 

material, calming 
down each iteration. 	

	

Free-for-all 	
	

…diminuendo 
to silence…	

Continue with 
Pamplemousse 
sample bank.  	

	

Bring in no-input 
noise samples. Come 

to the foreground 
into cue 2.  	

	

Wait for glitching to start, 
then fade in computer 

sounds. Light processing, 
interact with Dave’s 

samples. 	
	

Bring up other sample banks, improvise 
freely with faders and processing. Give 

each letter cue – on each, hold and release 
Alias Tones buffer, immediately fading out 

the drone [like a huge blown out kick 
drum]. 	

	

blocky filters 
and snare 

microphone ON	

…diminuendo 
to silence…	

Wait about 30-45”, 
then begin 2 & 4 
backbeat. Loud 

and unrelenting. 	
	

Han Bennink with brushes 
– start calm, quickly gaining 
momentum. Make as much 

noise as possible. 	
	

Bit-crushy improv. 
Go wild with 
gestures and 

expression pedal. 	
	

blocky filters OFF  
snare mic OFF 
cello mic ON  

focus on MIDI 
samples, always 

underneath cello.  

Wait about one 
minute for sound 

to clear. Begin  
Pamplemousse 

Lecture.  

Keep going, 
allowing sound of 

electronics and 
ensemble to totally 
bury your sound.  	

Mostly mp3 compression and down-sampling, 
a gurgling beneath the new texture. 

Sometimes allow audio stream to ‘surface’.     

Manipulate MASF Possessed 
liberally.      

Rutt-Etra ON.  
Begin building up samples 
again. Full push to the end 
towards even more density 

than the beginning.  
Liberal video looping.  

Wait about 30”, then begin 
Together Again, Again Autotuned. 

Start with single notes, gaining 
density over time. Liberal down-
sampling and compression. Over 
time, use mod wheel to fade in 

‘HEY BRYAN’ samples. 	

Start overloading poly synth 
voices. Clusters and palms 
on the sampler, gradually 

increase volume with 
Weston. 	

…diminuendo to Infinite Jete. Continue to end, 
buried by electronics.  Remain absorbed in this 
task, autonomous from the rest of the group. 	

	

60-90 seconds 
	

3 minutes, 30 seconds 
	

2 minutes 
	

1 minute 
	

4 minutes 
	

45-75 seconds 
	

Transform 2 & 4 into sagging backbeat 
with trash cymbal. Long diminuendo to 

silence… 	
	

[start right away, no ensemble cue] 

	


